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Our contemporary art centre is one of London’s leading prestigious art 
spaces with two floors of stunning exhibition space, as well as large display 
windows. Prestigious fine art collectors and professional artists in particular 
have contributed to our collection.

Sunny Art Centre strives to represent the most unique and innovative artists 
who aim to push the boundaries of visual art.  Our curatorial philosophy is to 
celebrate cultural diversity by bringing together artists from all over the world.  
We represent both emerging and established artists working with a wide 
range of media, including painting, sculpture, ceramics, jewellery, and mixed 
media.  The art centre frequently hosts free group and solo art exhibitions 
several times a year, as well as forums and lectures which allow artists and 
art students to share knowledge and network amongst peers.

Sunny Art Centre



Tim Andrews has gained an International reputation for his distinctive smoke-fired and 
Raku ceramics. He makes individual Raku work – black and white with linear decoration 
or burnished muted coloured slips.

The pieces are usually thrown, although some new work is handbuilt. Bisque-firing is in 
a conventional gas kiln to 1060C. Many pieces have a ‘resist’ slip and glaze applied and 
are then fired in a ‘top hat’ fibre glass kiln to around 1000C, before removal when red-hot 
to a smoking chamber. When cold, the resist glaze is chipped off and the pot cleaned up 
and waxed.

Having recently spent several weeks in China and Israel absorbing the diverse cultures, 
and of course, trying weird and wonderful food, Tim has returned to his studio full of new 
inspirations and is now making works inspired by such things as Chinese shards and 
saggars. His other recent to trip to Australia has also inspired him with new glazes and 
textures and a refreshed view on the ceramic scene around the world.

Tim Andrews



Large Striped Resist Humbug
Raku



Striped Humbug
Raku



Green Crackle Box
Raku



Red Crackle Glazed Lidded Curling Piece  Raku



Striped Lidded Resist Curling Piece   Raku



Red Crackle Glazed 
Lidded Curling Piece
Raku



Specialising in the beautiful technique of Sgraffito has allowed Tiffany to pair her two 
loves; drawing and clay work. She is passionate about this time consuming process 
and has developed a distinctive and unique style, with each piece being made, 
and meticulously decorated by hand. Telling a story and trying to capture a fleeting 
moment in time is something Tiffany finds fascinating. Birds, fish and insects are her 
particular favourites, being such nervous creatures she hope to give the impression 
they may take flight from a vessel or dish at any moment. Art Nouveau, The Arts 
and Crafts movement and the natural world inspire Tiffany, finding connections with 
both nature and pattern. Gustav Kilmt, Maurice Sendak, Elizabeth Fritsch and Mary 
Wondrausch are among some of my other influences.

Tiffany Scull



Scarlett Skimmer Dragonfly &
Arrow Leafed Monochria, 

Ceramics Decorated by 
Hand Sgraffito.
Height:14cm,



Violet Drop Wing Dragonfly & 
Water Hyacinth

Ceramics Decorated by Hand Sgraffito
Height:15.5cm.



Red Tipped Danselfly & Water - Lily

Ceramics Decorated by Hand Sgraffito
Height:17cm.



Mo Jirachaisakul (b.1989) was born and raise in Bangkok, Thailand. He grew up 
in makers environment in a furniture factory which is his family business. He then 
pursued a Bachelor of Industrial Design in Ceramics from Chulalongkorn University. 
During the undergraduate time, he found excitement and freedom of expression 
through     working with clay. He continued the exploration of making, designing or even 
using clay as a medium for social engagement at the Royal College of Art, United 
Kingdom, where he finished with an MA in Ceramics and Glass. Mo currently lives and 
works in his studio in Bangkok.

Mo Jirachaisakul



Small Bowl - 
Black Body / Platinum Lustre.
 
Polychrome Enamelled Porcelain.
13.5 x 5.5 cm



Small Plate - 
Black Body / Platinum Lustre. 

Polychrome Enamelled Porcelain. 
21.5 x 4.5 cm



Pasta Plate - Black Body / Platinum Lustre. Polychrome Enamelled Porcelain. 24.5 x 5.5 cm



Small Plate - 
Yellow Body / Gold Lustre. 

Polychrome Enamelled Porcelain. 
13.5 x 5.5 cm



Soup Bowl - 
Yellow Body / Gold Luster

Polychrome Enamelled Porcelain.
16 x 6.5 cm



Small Plate - 
Yellow Body / Platimun Lustre. 

Polychorme Enamelled Porcelain. 
21.5 x 4.5 cm



Pasta Plate - 
Yellow Body / Platimun Lustre. 

Polychorme Enamelled Porcelain. 
24 x 5.5 cm



Small Bowl - Red Body / Gold Lustre.      Polychorme Enamelled Porcelain.  13.5 x 5.5 cm



Soup Bowl - Red Body / Gold Lustre. Polychorme Enamelled Porcelain.  16.5 x 6.5 cm



Soup Bowl - 
Red Body / Gold Lustre. 

Polychorme Enamelled Porcelain.  
21.5 x 4.5 cm  



Like story-telling, making things is said to be essential to the human condition. It certainly is for me. 
The metamorphosis of earth, fire and water into objects of beauty is ancient, primitive and expressive 
of the fragility of existence. My pots can be seen as either functional or non-functional, art or craft. 
They are simple sculptural objects, intended for coa"My artistic talent was evident at an early age. My 
parents’ home was frequently adorned with my latest artistic offering. As I became older I realised that 
art was not something I did for pleasure, it was like a creative force deep within me.

An Art and Design course at Yeovil College gave me a good foundation of skills with different art 
mediums. Around the time I left college I was employed at Dennis Chinaworks in Somerset, initially to 
glaze pots and then moving on to become a decorator. I loved the creativity of decorating and over 
the years I progressed to the position of principal decorator. I am really privileged to know some of 
my finest pieces of decoration have sold for thousands of pounds at Bohnams Auction House. Whilst 
decorating was exciting and fulfilling, my real passion was for designing. I felt like I was bursting with 
design ideas so I began to create my own ceramic artwork."ntemplation.

I first learned under Gordon Baldwin, a great potter and teacher. He made monochromatic sculptural 
pieces - I wanted to make colourful oriental-inspired ceramics. During an apprenticeship at Tingewick 
Pottery, I learned the art of colour and glaze. I went on to read for an M.A. in History of Art at 
Cambridge University, which introduced me to broader influences. I remember being struck by the 
power of repeated imagery on a trip to Paris. I now use any appropriate technique, throwing, slip-
casting and pinching. My wall-pieces occupy a space in my mind between painting and music - they 
explore rhythm, repetition and colour. The component forms are both different and the same.

Heidi Warr



Geometric Web | 12



Tessellated Rhythms, 10



Orbiting Waves | 12



Like story-telling, making things is said to be essential to the human condition. It 
certainly is for me. The metamorphosis of earth, fire and water into objects of beauty 
is ancient, primitive and expressive of the fragility of existence. My pots can be seen 
as either functional or non-functional, art or craft. They are simple sculptural objects, 
intended for contemplation.

I first learned under Gordon Baldwin, a great potter and teacher. He made 
monochromatic sculptural pieces - I wanted to make colourful oriental-inspired 
ceramics. During an apprenticeship at Tingewick Pottery, I learned the art of colour 
and glaze. I went on to read for an M.A. in History of Art at Cambridge University, 
which introduced me to broader influences. I remember being struck by the power of 
repeated imagery on a trip to Paris. I now use any appropriate technique, throwing, 
slip-casting and pinching. My wall-pieces occupy a space in my mind between 
painting and music - they explore rhythm, repetition and colour. The component forms 
are both different and the same.

Rupert Merton



Seven White Bottles, Stoneware, Set of 7



Rice Field In Winter, Stoneware



Five, Stoneware, Set



David  Wright has been making pots since 1974, working in rural Leicestershire. 

All work is made from coils or ropes of clay. The slow method of working, paddling and scraping the surface allows 
the form to be modified whilst building. Each pot is therefore very individual; it has a unique character, with a distinct 
textural surface. Boxes, bottles and bowls are David’s reference point. It is important that the work he makes can have 
some function, albeit only to hold a single flower or stem of grass. Using reclaimed wood for lids, boxes and caddies 
form a large part of the work that he produces.

The pots are glazed with simple ash glazes from the ashes of different woods; traditional Shino glaze is also used to 
give warm reds and oranges. Finally the pots are fired in a wood fuelled kiln to over 1300°c, pots taken from a wood 
fired kiln are imbued with a warmth and beauty. You can follow the passage of the river of fire by the deposited ash; 
look closer and a whole landscape of subtle colours are revealed. David fires the one cubic metre kiln by his self and 
firings last for about twelve or thirteen hours, using pallets and scrap timber as fuel. Like the making of the work, firing 
is slow, quiet, rhythmic and a time for contemplation. The heat and effort of stoking are physically demanding and the 
two days the kiln takes to cool offers a welcome rest.

David’s work is held in private collections in Europe and USA.

David Wright



Large Spiral Caddy

Wood Ash Glaze, Hardwood Lid. 
18 x 20cm 



Small Spiral Caddy. 
Shino Glaze With Tulip Wood Lid. 

13 x 13cm



Box. 
Shino Glaze And Sapele Lid. 
19 x 12 x 20cm 



Bowl. 

Oxide And Textured Exterior,
Sycamore Ash Glaze Interior With 
Natural Glass Pool. 

17 x 17cm 



Box. Wood Ash Glaze With Elm And Oak Burr Lid. 15 x 11 x 20cm



Lee Chang-Sook Lee Chang-Sook, born 1963 in South Korea, started her professional career as a ceramicist in the 1980s and is 
renowned for her excellent craftsmanship. Her artwork stems from nature and has been described by many critics as 
“peaceful” and “functional”. Moreover, her works have been exhibited and sold around the world, including in Japan, 
USA, UK and Canada. Recently, she has been selected to have a solo exhibition on Korean Moon Jar at the Korean 
Parliament due next year. Another accomplishment of hers was the honour to be a finalist for a selection of artworks 
that have been gifted to the Holy See in the Vatican City after Pope Francis's visit to South Korea.

Her philosophy revolves around the connection between dirt, the base material for ceramics, and the cycle of life. She 
explains:

“Dirt is available everywhere around us, but is different from region to region, and is constantly changing as time 
passes. And because of this, it is difficult to get the same results every time, but this is what gives it colour and life. As 
we turn back to dirt when we die, we can see that our life is condensed within this dirt. When this is fired, it produces a 
range of different colours, and this is what fascinates me about the material.”

Her recent work focuses on the Moon and the Sun as a symbols of pray and hope in the context of life. In the past 
few years, she suffered from a rare disease, during which she experienced constant fear of death and relief to be 
alive. This personal experience became the motif for her recent inspiration; striving to find the meaning in life. These 
opposing celestial bodies represent the beginning of a new start, the will and the hope for life.



Ceramic Bowl.
 
16.5cm Diameter



Ceramic Bowl. 
18cm Diameter 



Ceramic Bowl. 
14cm Diameter 



Ceramic Bowl.

14cm Diameter



Untitled. 
Stoneware 



The work of Tadami Hirota is a rare find. An award winning potter from Shiga prefecture in Japan, he was born in 1949 
and studied under the potter Shozou Ito in Kyoto, making the highly prized and individual  Kiyomizu (or Kyo) ceramics. 
In 1971 he received the name “Shinho” and since then he uses this name as a potter.  Amongst numerous awards is 
the Gold Prize of Shumei Culture Exhibition. Kiyomizu artists work to a high degree of sophistication, custom-making  
and decorating each item with great care and attention to detail. Shinho has taken this skilled and exacting training 
and brought to it his own highly individual approach. His beautiful pieces go through many technically demanding 
processes and firings but possess the ease and poise of an artist at the height of his powers and totally in touch 
with his innate character and surroundings. Driven by a deep interest in nature, Mr Hirota takes a walk around his 
property every morning with sketchbook and pens. Revisiting the same places time and again, he enjoys discovering 
and recording the subtle changes in the plants and flowers he observes. Together with the changing seasons, the 
weather, visiting birds, other wildlife and so on. These sketchbooks are then used as his source for sensitive painting 
and unusual decoration on the local Shigaraki clay he uses for his handbuilt or thrown pieces. He uses gold and silver 
lustres and other pigments for his painting. Extra firings are required for this - each time risking all the skilled work that 
has gone before. The work is demanding and slow and not many pieces are produced each year - but Shinho’s focus 
is on the clay and his deep connection to the natural world. The pieces are created from a place of inner integrity and 
as a result he achieves an exquisite balance between beauty and simplicity. "Talk to clay and learn from it. Endless 
thought on clay. The joy of creation.  May this small clay vessel from my hand be used for warm exchanges between 
you and others.." Hirota Tadami A respected potter in Japan commented: All works are completely fine quality.  He 
has sold his works mainly in exhibitions.  It's difficult to find his works at any galleries, even in Shigaraki.

Tadami Hirota



Small And Large Cylindrical Box 
With Bell Flowers. 
Clay



1. Small And Large Cylindrical 
Box With Bell Flowers. 
Clay

2. Large Cylindrical Box Matt Red 
with Blossoms and Butterflies. 
Clay1 2

Orbiting Waves | 12



1. Large Round Domed Box 
With Panels Of Flowers.
Clay

2. Hexagonal Lidded Piece Red 
With Blue Foliage Design.
 Clay1 2



Large Bellied Vase With 
Leaf Decoration.
Clay



1 2

1. Large Cylindrical Box With 
Blossoms And Butterflies.
Clay

2. Large Cylindrical Box, Matt 
Red With Large Camelia
Clay



Contact


